Vengeance Prayer for Operation 10 City Campaign
Father God, in the name of Jesus, we decree Your vengeance upon every agent of
the devil resisting the continuous growth of the Operation 10 City Campaign. We
cancel every plan and purpose of the kingdom of darkness against the Operation
10 City Campaign for 2022 and for every year moving forward. We decree
destruction upon every work of the devil and his agents opposing the commanded
blessing of the Lord in these ten cities, and release divine increase and economic
prosperity that will last in these cities for generations. We decree an invasion of
2,000+ onsite attendees at all of our OTC services and events. As in the Book of
Acts, thousands are being born again in one day into the Kingdom of God and
fulfilling their heavenly mandate as Kingdom citizens to take dominion over the
earth for Jesus Christ.
Father, in the name of Jesus, and by the blood of the everlasting covenant we
decree the Lord’s vengeance upon all the gods of the land that have been
controlling the city of Cleveland and resisting the continuous influx of recordbreaking multitudes of souls surrendering their lives to the Lord Jesus Christ.
Let the fire of God descend to consume demonic agents wherever they gather to
plan any hurt against the people of Cleveland. Be an enemy to the city of
Cleveland’s enemies and an adversary to its adversaries. Father, in the name of
Jesus, plead the cause of the people and fight those that fight against the
continuous growth of the Kingdom of God. We cancel and decree the destruction
of every spell, curse, and enchantment against the glorious destinies of the
people of Cleveland this year and every year moving forward.
We decree divine judgment upon all satanic activities trying to stall or stop the
economic growth and prosperity of Cleveland. Father, silence all evil counselors
that seek to dissuade potential converts from coming to Christ and being
established in the faith. We call forth the supernatural multiplication of souls saved
from all seven mountains of influence.
We destroy all satanic oppression sent against the people of Cleveland and we
command freedom and perpetual deliverance from all wickedness. May signs,
wonders and miracles confirm the Word that is preached. Father, give your
angels charge over the city of Cleveland to keep, defend and preserve it for the
Kingdom of God.
Lord, we thank you for increasing the divine impact of the Operation 10 City
Campaign more and more in Jesus’ name. Let the gifts of healings, workings
of miracles and breakthroughs occur in every service. We count it all joy and
decree that we reap and keep every new convert, and disciple them to be
mighty ambassadors who will advance the Kingdom of God and glorify You,
in Jesus' name, AMEN ! ! !

